Influence of Coulomb interaction of tunable shapes on the collective transport of ultradilute two-dimensional holes.
In high quality updoped GaAs field-effect transistors, the two-dimensional charge carrier concentrations can be tuned to very low values similar to the density of electrons on helium surfaces. An important interaction effect, screening of the Coulomb interaction by the gate, rises as a result of the large charge spacing comparable to the distance between the channel and the gate. Based on the results of the temperature (T) dependence of the resistivity from measuring four different samples, a power-law characteristic is found for charge densities ≤2×10(9) cm(-2). Moreover, the exponent exhibits a universal dependence on a single dimensionless parameter, the ratio between the mean carrier separation and the distance to the metallic gate that screens the Coulomb interaction. Thus, the electronic properties are tuned through varying the shape of the interaction potential.